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Buyer whiteshow <buyer@whiteshow.com>

WHITE returns in June with WHITE RESORT dedicated to the swimwear and
resort wear segment - 18.19.20 June 23

Amor Customer Service <customerservice@amorlafayette.com> Thu, Jun 1, 2023 at 6:34 PM
Reply-To: Amor Customer Service <customerservice@amorlafayette.com>
To: Buyer Whiteshow <buyer@whiteshow.com>

Hi Buyer!

Thank you so much for reaching out!

We have received your message and we'll get back with your shortly.

If you have any questions about returns, please read our full return policy along with other FAQ topics
here:https://amor-lafayette.gorgias.help/en-US.

xo,
The Amor Customer Service Team

On Thu, Jun 01 2023, at 03:40 PM, Buyer Whiteshow <buyer@whiteshow.com>

WHITE | Sign Of The Times

WHITE Resort will feature a Special Area in collaboration with Winwood Fashion, a Milan-

based multi-brand showroom that for many years has been representing several brands

from the luxury sector, and that will participate in our new launch with some of the

collections it represents: Juan De Dios, SensiStudio, Leal Dacarrett, Federica Bonifaci
and ANJUNA. The decorative elements of the Special Area are made from fabrics and

furniture supplied by The House of Lyria, founded by Riccardo Bruni.
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JUAN DE DIOS inspired by the love for nature and the beautiful landscapes of Latin

America, in particular from the peaceful Colombian bay 'Playa Juan De Dios', from which it

also takes its name. Exotic elements of the local flora, such as cocoa, plane leaves, and

orchids along with intricate prints and unique color combinations represent and tell the story

of this brand. The continuous use of these design elements in the collections allows the

garments to be perfectly matched with each other, season after season, supporting the idea

of circular fashion.

SensiStudio was born from the idea of designer Stephany Sensi as a design workshop

producing panama hats, woven bags and a ready-to-wear line of embroidered summer

dresses. The production is made in Ecuador following a traditional artisanal concept but

with a contemporary design approach and aesthetics. By keeping production in Ecuador,
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SensiStudio is able to support the community by supporting local women's entrepreneurship

and keeping the art of straw weaving alive.

ANJUNA is an Italian brand created by the designer Emanuela Corvo. The brand's

collection ranges from bikinis with exclusive prints on fine fabrics to fluid kaftans with floral

patchwork. ANJUNA is the perfect example of 'summer wear' that combines eco-

sustainability and Made in Italy. Only the best fabrics and natural materials - above all

cotton, silk and linen - are used in the production of the garments, making them a perfect

example of excellent Italian craftsmanship. 
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